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Galaxy theatre riverbank hours

Nail travel becomes more complicated, technology becomes more sophisticated and organizations place an increasing emphasis on the efficient use of time, the humble movie theater can play a role as an alternative location for a meeting. The New York Times, Alternative Website for Conferences: Movie Theaters Theater Rentals are Perfect for: Corporate
Events Holiday Parties Birthday Celebrations Seminars Talk Engagement Class Trips We can feature movies, blu-rays and video games. Benefits of a Movie Theater rental stadium seat for perfect views Affordable concessions or outdoor catering available No hidden cost Plug and play state-of-the-art tech Moviegoers in the Riverbank area were delighted to
learn last week that Galaxy Theatres Would light up Luxury+ screens again, over the past weekend. Word began to get around by the middle of last week of the theater reopening on Friday, Oct. 16. Buy tickets, as in the past, were best done online, on Galaxy's website, although walk-up tickets were also available if there was room on a particular screen.
Stanislaus County recently moved to the less restrictive 'Red' level, making the move from 'Press' in terms of COVID cases and distribution. This enabled the theatre to re-open, comply with social distancing, masks and sanitation regulations. Nearby theaters haven't been open yet. While Brenden in downtown Modesto has not rescheduled an opening, the
Regal Theatre there is part of a national chain that has decided to shut down, at least temporarily. The next closest is the AMC complex in Manteca. Every Galaxy theater here is limited to 25 percent occupancy, with seating far apart, so some screens immediately filled up on Friday, while others remained relatively empty. Over the weekend, Galaxy
screened four $1 movies and those filled up quickly. They include Coco and The Nightmare Before Christmas, both animated films, and a special screening of Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, as well as Hocus Pocus. Newer movies included several Halloween-themed shows, as well as some family movies and also some action movies. The IMAX also
returned to use. Showtimes and booking/ticketing levels are available on the theater's website. While there's no way to easily estimate how much was lost during the forced closure, local manager Donald Golani said that the Galaxy chain sold movie popcorn at several of their locations over the break, including Riverbank. They have five spots in California, six
in Nevada, two in Texas, two in Washington State, and one in Arizona. Golani said the Galaxy chain could earn half a million dollars selling the popcorn. Another thing Golani noticed were the big movie slipers on display across the lobby and hallways, even on the outside of the Patterson Road building. Sometimes referred to as 'one sheets,' he said, there is
a lot of visible throughout the theatre, they are actually all posters that displayed when the pandemic pandemic He didn't have a clue when the studios would be able to start sending out new ones for upcoming movies. The Marquee &gt; Search &gt; Owner/Operator &gt; Galaxy TheatersThe Marquee &gt; By Region &gt; California &gt; Stanislaus &gt;
RiverbankThis movie theater is near Riverbank, Modesto, Escalon, Empire, Oakdale, Knights Ferry, Valley Home, Salida. The BigScreen Theater directory is a service of SVJ Designs LLC. All graphics, layout, and structure of this service (unless otherwise specified) are Copyright © 1995-2020, SVJ Designs. The BigScreen Cinema Guide is a brand of SVJ
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